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The SMB Market



“
“

Continued momentum around core 
telecommunications businesses- as well 

as innovation around non-traditional 
business models such as Internet of 

Things applications, mPayments, and 
evolving communications technologies-

will present both new challenges and 
growth opportunities for 

telecommunications companies

- Craig Wigginton
Vice Chairman &

Telecommunications Leader
Deloitte & Touche LLP



Large telecom providers are shifting their focus away from 
SMBs. They are splitting their focus between large, multi-

national businesses and economy-of-scale consumer markets.

SMBs are Becoming an 
Underserved Market

Large
BusinessesSMBs

Consumer
Markets



The SMB Market is 
Experiencing Growth

Industry Analysis:
The SMB market is 
experiencing aggressive 
growth. McKinsey estimates 
the market is growing 20% 
annually, creating many 
opportunities for those 
serving that market. This 
includes providers of 
communications services of 
all kinds.



If the Market is Growing,
Why are SMBs Underserved?

SMBs need things that cost money:
More customer service…
The SMB market segment requires a greater level of 
customer service than consumer markets, leaving them 
out of the ”sweet spot” of most large telecom providers. 
Selling and servicing SMBs involves a greater number of 
stakeholders and requires higher and more frequent 
degrees of touch.

…for the same solutions.
Yet, to remain competitive, SMBs need the same telecom 
and IT solutions available to their larger competitors, but 
delivered cost-effectively and without forcing them to staff 
in-house positions.



Don’t Let the Opportunity 
Pass You By!

While some larger communications providers might be overlooking the 
SMB market because of the reasons we stated before, YOU can use this 
to your advantage. As a smaller service provider, you have the ability to 

adjust your pricing model to not only meet the needs of these SMBs, but 
also see a return on your investment.



5 Common
Pricing Mistakes



Avoid These Pricing Mistakes

Over the years, companies have tried and failed to fill the void in the SMB 
market for communications services. Many times, their efforts have been 

unsuccessful because of the pricing mistakes they make at the very 
beginning of their efforts. In the following slides, we will outline five 

common mistakes that you should avoid.

!



Matching the Competition’s 
Pricing

Service providers have many targets 
for their businesses. Most targets 
focus on improving financial 
performance, market penetration, and 
simulating usage. Well-established 
marketing and brand strategies are 
designed to support these goals. But 
what about pricing? Copying a 
competitor’s pricing without taking 
your own goals into account does not 
work towards achieving your targets. 

1

Copying a 
competitor’s pricing 
isn’t a pricing strategy



Engaging in Price Wars

A price war is when two or more 
competitors begin discounting 
their product offering in order 
gain clients looking for the 
lowest price. Although this may 
give you some clients in the 
short-term, these are not clients 
that are likely to be a loyal long-
lasting client base if their main 
reason for choosing your 
company was price. This also 
leads to diminishing profit 
margins as time goes on.

2

You don’t want a 
race to the bottom.



Pricing Based on Volume

Many companies in the communications 
industry price their services based on minutes 
and other volume-based metrics. While this 
might be an easy way to sell your product, it is 
also an easy way to create commoditization. 
This means that you are creating an 
environment in which your product is 
indistinguishable from your competitor’s 
product besides how much it costs to obtain the 
service. Without any differentiation, your 
company’s success will depend on how low your 
prices can go instead of what value you can 
bring to your clients.

3

Don’t create your own 
commoditization



Selling Everything to 
Everyone

It can be tempting to look at the features and services that 
other companies are offering and add those features to 
your own offering. Although it may look impressive to 
have a very long feature list, when it comes to closing the 
deal, amassing a long list of possible features is not an 
affective way to meet your client’s needs. Most of the 
time, SMBs only need and want a fraction of the features 
and services that are available on the market. Investing in 
a wide variety features that your customers might not 
even end up using is a quick way to hurt your ROI and 
create clutter in your product offerings.

4

Don’t offer more features just 
for the sake of saying you have 
more features 



Technological advances over the past few years has led to 
a sharp increase in the amount of SMB end-users needing 
access to multiple devices. In fact, it is becoming very 
common for each user to have a desk phone, mobile 
phone, and a softphone on their computer that are all 
used for work in different situations. When creating a 
pricing model, avoid charging for each user for each of 
their devices. If you incentivize your customers to adopt 
your services on multiple devices, you they are more likely 
to become a loyal, long term client. 

Charging for Multiple Devices5

More and more end-users have 
multiple devices



How to Differentiate with 
Disruptive Pricing

Instead of making the same mistakes as the other communications providers, 
create a disruptive pricing model to differentiate you from the rest of your 

competition! 



Dare to Stand Out

In a sea of sameness, the company 
that does things differently is the one 
that will win in the end. By creating a 
unique pricing/packaging strategy, you 
not only stand out from your 
competition but you also make it more 
difficult for potential clients to directly 
compare you to the rest of the pack.

1

Stop copying your 
competitors



Use a Value-Based Unique 
Selling Proposition (USP)2

Create more value  
instead of slashing 
prices
A USP is the thing that 
differentiates you from your 
competition. If this is price, then 
your clients will be likely to leave 
you if a competitor offers a 
discount. However, a USP that is 
based on value is much more 
difficult for a competitor to 
replicate and creates long lasting 
customer loyalty.



Base Pricing on Their Benefits 
Instead of Your Costs

When creating a pricing model, it can be 
tempting to add up all your costs, mark up 
the price by a certain percentage, and make 
that the price. However, this is not what a 
client wants to see on their bill. Customers 
are much more willing to pay more for the 
actual services they are receiving than pay 
your operating costs which often look like 
additional hidden fees.

3

Charge your clients for 
the things they really 
want to buy.



Strategically Add New 
Features & Services

Take a good hard look at your target market. What do 
they use on a day to day basis? How does their business 
operate? What are they asking for right now and what will 
they want in the near future? These are the questions you 
should ask before adding new features and services to 
your offering. If you have a laser sharp focus on the 
needs of you target market, you can be sure that the new 
offerings will give you a return on your investment 
instead of being a costly experiment. 

4

Focus on additions that address 
your specific target market



Create Stickyness

Once you gain traction in the SMB market, become a 
“sticky” part of your client’s lives. This means integrating 
your products and services into their daily routines, 
processes, or business models so that you stick with them 
as their long term vendor of communications services. 
One way to do this is to build a consultative relationship 
with your clients so that they rely on your unique 
knowledge to make business decisions. Another way 
would be to strategically partner with other vendors in 
their industry to integrate your products into their 
business processes.

5

Become a part of your client’s 
routine to boost loyalty



What Kind of Pricing Model is 
Right For You?
• Be comfortable with your offering
• Make sure you are able to support that offering 

while maintaining margins and watching your ROI
• Focus specifically on your target market
• Account for vendors that will influence your 

pricing model.



About netsapiens

35+ Employees
120+ Clients

350,000+ Users

Concurrent
Call Pricing & 
Access to 
All the FeaturesRich Engineering Pedigree

Established in 
2002 in sunny 
San Diego, 
California

A Unified Communications Platform for Service Providers



Contact netsapiens

858.764.5200
info@netsapiens.com
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